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ABSTRACT 
Graphs attached for finite analogues of the Poincare upper half plane over rings 
h/p?? are introduced for p an odd prime. The spectra of these graphs for r = 2 are 
shown to be related to those for r = 1 which were studied earlier. In contrast to the 
case r = 1, we find that the graphs are not Ramanujan graphs when t = 2 and 
p 2 5. Histograms of the eigenvalues for r = 1 and 2 are also compared. The graphs 
over rings are of interest for connections with p-adic upper half planes as well as 
fundamental domains for congruence subgroups of the modular group SL(2, Z). 
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0. INTRODUCTION 
A series of papers [2, 3, 5, 18, 241 introduced finite analogues of the 
Poincar6 upper half plane 
H = {z = x + iy I x, y E [w, y > 0) 
with the non-Euclidean arc length element 
a!.? = y-2(&” + dy2) 
and corresponding Laplace operator 
In these papers, [w was replaced by a finite field IF,, q = p’, for an odd 
prime p. Much is known about these graphs and the spectra of their 
adjacency matrices. In particular, the graphs are Ramanujan (as defined in 
[14] by Lubotzky, Ph’llp 1 1 s, and Samak) meaning that they are connected 
k-regular graphs such that for any eigenvalue A of the adjacency matrix with 
lhl + k, we have 
Ihl Q 26-i. (0.1) 
This makes the graphs good expanders. See Friedman [9] for a collection of 
articles on expander graphs and Winnie Li [13] for a survey article on the 
subject of Ramanujan graphs. Another reference is Seidel[15]. Equation (0.1) 
also implies rapid convergence to uniform for the random walk obtained by 
moving to one of the k adjacent vertices with equal probability (since, for the 
graphs under consideration, -k is not an eigenvalue of the adjacency 
matrix). See Diaconis [7] and Terras [19] for more information on random 
walks on finite groups and quotients. 
We also found that there are finite analogues of K-Bessel and spherical 
functions on the Poincare upper half plane-functions needed in Terras 
[20, Vol. I] for harmonic analysis on H. The finite special functions are 
quite interesting exponential sums. The K-Bessel functions are related to 
Kloosterman sums. The spherical functions were explicitly computed by Soto- 
Andrade [16] and estimated by Katz [ll]. See Angel [l] and Evans [8] for a 
discussion of the case of finite fields with even characteristic. Another 
reference for finite fields of odd characteristic is Kuang [12]. 
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We discovered in [5] that there is a symmetry between certain pairs of 
graphs that forces the eigenvalues of one to be f the eigenvalues of the 
other. This also forces some graphs to have 0 as an eigenvalue of high 
multiplicity. 
It is natural to ask what happens if we replace the finite field [F, with the 
finite ring R, = R = Z/p’Z. Of course, R, = Ep, but for T > 1, R, has 
zero divisors. Moreover the structures of IF, and R, are rather different, even 
though both have 9 = p’ elements. For 9 = p’, r > 1, the additive group of 
1F is not cyclic, while the multiplicative group [F: = [F, - (0) is cyclic. The 
a 2 ditive group of R, = Z/p’22 is cyclic and the group of units is cyclic: 
u = (a(mod p’) I p d oesnotdivide a} = (6) = (8” In E z}. (0.2) 
Here 6 is the generator of the group U which has order +( p’) = p’ - p’- ’ . 
We can actually take S to be either the smallest primitive root g mod p or 
g + p. Here. “primitive root” means a generator of the multiplicative group 
[F:. See almost any book on elementary number theory for a proof. We will 
usually think of 6 as a positive integer. 
With S as in (0.2), define the finite upper half plane over the ring R by 
H, = {z = x + yi6 I x E R, y E U}. (0.3) 
We will find that the general linear group G = GL(2, R), which consists of 
all 2 X 2 matrices with entries in R and determinant in U, acts on H, by 
fractional linear transformation, and we will obtain a G-invariant R-valued 
distance d(z, w) for z, w E H,. Then as in [5] for the finite field case, our 
graphs X,( 8, a) will be defined to have as vertices the points of H,. We 
connect two vertices z, w E H, iff d( z, w) = a. Here a is a fixed element of 
R assumed not to be congruent to 0 or 48 mod p. We will usually think of a 
as a positive integer. 
Through much of the paper we will restrict ourselves to R = Z/p’z for 
simplicity. We find that-perhaps surprisingly-these graphs X,,,Z,(~, a> 
are not Ramanujan for p > 5 (see Theorem S), and 0 is an eigenvalue of 
high multiplicity for the adjacency operators on these graphs (see Tables 2 
and 4 and Theorems 4 and 5). The symmetry that existed between certain 
pairs of graphs forcing their eigenvalues to agree up to sign persists for the 
graphs over Z/p’Z (see Proposition 4). This explains why some of the 
eigenvalues vanish, but not all. 
Another motivation for considering these graphs over Z/p’Z is the 
expectation that they are connected with fundamental domains in the Poincare 
upper half plane H for the congruence subgroup 
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VP’) = {(: a, b, c, d E Z, ad - bc = 1, b = c = 0 (mod p’) . 
Moreover, the representations of GL(2, R) and its subgroups as well as the 
exponential sums which we encounter should be of interest. 
A final reason for studying the graphs X,,,,,(S, a> is that as r + 03, we 
expect to see a relationship between these graphs and the p-adic upper half 
plane considered by Stark [I71 and Trimble [21]. 
An outline of the paper follows. Section 1 defines the distance d(z, w) for 
Z, w E HR in (1.5). For a E R = Z/p’Z, define the graph X,(6, a) to have 
as vertices the elements of HR. Two vertices Z, w are connected if d( z, w) = 
a. Theorem 1 shows that if a $ 0 or 46 (mod p), the graph X,(8, a> is 
regular of degree p’ + p’-‘. Theorem 2 (proved in Angel [l]) says that 
X,(8, a> is a Cayley graph for the affine group over R defined in (1.3). In 
particular, the graph is connected. 
Section 2 concerns the representations of the affine group Aff(Z/p’Z). 
Then the Fourier transform for this group is used to block-diagonalize the 
adjacency operator for our graphs (see Theorem 3). 
Section 3 give properties of the spectra of the graphs X,, ~~(8, a). The 
spectra can be subdivided into one, (p - l), and (p* - pP dimensional 
eigenvalues according to the various representations of Af&Z/p’Z> (by 
Theorem 3). Theorem 4 shows that the one dimensional eigenvalues can be 
computed explicitly. Often they are 0. Otherwise they are either a cosine or p 
times an eigenvalue for the corresponding graph mod p. Theorem 5 is the 
analogous result for the (p - 1) dimensional eigenvalues. Proposition 3 
allows one to halve the size of the matrix giving the (p* - p> dimensional 
eigenvalues. It is useful in computer programs. Proposition 4 relates spectra 
of XZ,pQ (8, a) and XZ,roZ(S, 46 - a). Figures 1 and 2 of Section 3 are 
histograms for the eigenvalues of various graphs over Z/pZ and Z/p*Z. The 
difference between rings and fields is very striking. Finally, Theorem 6 shows 
that for primes p 2 5 the graphs X,, 2z( S, a) are not Rumunujun. Once 
more the difference between rings and ields could not be more blatant! P 
1. FINITE UPPER HALF PLANES OVER RINGS 
We take much of the discussion of this section from Angel [I]. 
As in Section 0, set R = R, = Z/p’& the finite ring, and U = (S > the 
group of units as in (0.2). 
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We need some notation for z E H, defined by (0.3): 
z=x+yG, z=x-y6, Nz = ZE, 
x = Re z E R, y = Im z E U, (1.1) 
Note that now H, is in a ring extension obtained by adjoining fi to R. It 
will help to know which elements are units in the ring extension. We call this _ 
extension unit group U. To study this group, we can use a little information 
about quadratic number fields. A reference for the number theory needed is 
Cohn [6, Chapter 9, p. 145, Exercise 31. Set F = Q(G) and 
Q’r = ring of integers in F = 
E[G], 6 = 2,3 (mod4), 
Z[(l + 6)/Z], 6 = 1 (mod4). 
Then c is the multiplicative group of units in the finite ring a F/p r cf. 
Let Na = 10 ,/a 1 denote the norm of an ideal in 0 F. The order of fi is 
Here the product is over all prime ideals JJ of OF dividing p. Since 6 is not 
a square mod p, the extension 
has degree 2 = f. So NP = pf = p2. Thus 
$,( p’) = p2’ 1 - f 
i 1 = p2’ - p2r-2 = I$. ( 1.2) 
REMARK. Now note that z E H, implies z E I?, for if z= r+ydx 
x E R, y E U, Nz = x2 - y ‘8 = 0 (mod p), we have that 6 is a square mod 
p. However, this is impossible as we took 6 to be a generator of the 
multiplicative group mod p’. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Let z E H,,as in (0.3), be in GL(2, R). Then: 
(a) (cz + d) E U. 
(b) (az + b)/(cz + d) E H,. 
Proof. (a) Case 1. c E U. This case is easy since c E U implies 
(cz + d) E H, and thus (c.z + d) E U by the remark above. 
Case 2. c @ U. If c E U, then d E U since ad - bc E U. So if z = 
x+yG, 
A’( cz + d) = (cx + d)’ - (6cy)” = c’h’z + cd(2x) + d2 E U. 
It follows that (cz + d) E 6. 
6) Im((ax + b)/(cz + d)) = ((ad - bc)y)/(N(cz + d)) E U, since y, 
ad - bc, and N(cz - d) are all units. w 
Next we consider a subgroup of GL(2, R), called the affine group, 
defined by 
Aff(R) = (1.3) 
The action of Aff(R) on H, is transitive and thus so is that of GL(2, R). 
Another important subgroup of GL(2, R) is the orthogonal group 
K = {g E GL(2, R) I g6 = 6). (1.4) 
We can identify K with the matrices in GL(2, R) of the form 
shows that K can be identified with the multiplicative group fi by the 
The finite upper half plane H, can now be identified with the quotient 
G/K, with G = GL(2, R) and K as in (1.4). The mapping is 
G/K -+ H,, 
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We will also need to consider the center 2 of GL(2, R), which consists of 
matrices of the form al, a E U. Note tht g E Z fixes points in the finite 
upper half plane. 
The following lemma will be useful later. 
LEMMA 1. Zf p is an odd prim and r >, 1, a E Z, such that p does not 
divide a, then a is a square mod p $ and only ij a is a square mod p r. 
Proof. =: Clear. 
* : We use the notation V,. = the group of units in Z/p’Z. There are 
( p - 1)/Z squares in U,. Each element of U, has p’-’ elements of U,. 
sitting above it, meaning that we can write u E U, as 
u = U, + pu, + *** +~~-lu,_~ (mod p’), 
where uj E (O,l,..., p - 1) and u1 # 0. There are ( p - 1)/2 values of ui 
such that ui is a square mod p. There are ( p’ - p’-‘)/2 elements u of U,. 
above square values of ui (mod p). Since U,. is a cyclic group of order 
(p’ - p’-‘), there are (p’ - p’-’ )/2 squares in U,. It follows that the only 
elements of U, which sit above squares mod p are the squares in U,. a 
To obtain an analogue of the Poincare distance on H,, make the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION. The distance between z, w E Ha is 
d(z, w) = 
N(z -w) 
ImzImw’ (1.5) 
Note that this is not a metric. It has values in R. 
It is easy to see that d(z, w) is a point-pair invariant, i.e., d(gz, gw) = 
d(z, w) for all g E GL(2, R) and all z, w in H,. 
Now we can define the graphs associated to H,. Fix a E R. 
DEFINITION. Let X,(6, a) be the graph with vertices the elements of 
H,. Vertices z, w are adjacent if d(z,w) = a. 
We will need a notation for the elements of H, adjacent to 6. 
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DEFINITION. The elements of X,(6, a) adjacent to the origin 6 form 
the set 
S,(Qz) = {z E H I +,a) = a}. (1.6) 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose p is an odd prime and 8 is a generator of the 
multiplicative group U of Z/p’Z. Let a be an integer. Then we have the 
following results. 
(1) z = x + Yfi is adjacent to 6 in X,(6, a> ifix” = ay + S(y - 1j2. 
(2) 2 E S,(6, a) implies Z E S,(6,4S - a). 
(3) 2 E S,(6, a) implies (+xy-‘) + Y-lfiE S,(6, a>. 
Proof. (1) a = d(r + y6,6> = (N(x + (y - l)&))/y iff ay = 
x2 L S( y - 1j2. 
(2) d&6) = 
N(X + (-y - 1)&q x2 - 6( y + 1)2 
= 
-Y -Y 
= 4s - / 
x2 - 6( y - 1)2 
I = 46 - d( z, 6). 
\ y I 
(3) This is easy to check and we leave it to the reader. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose a f 0,46 (mod p>. Then the 
regular with p’( p’ - p ‘-I) vertices, each of degree p’ + 
??
graph X,(6, a) is 
r- 1 
P . 
Proclf. Since the distance d(z, w) is point-pair invariant, the graph is 
indeed regular. All points look the same. It should also be called a homoge- 
neous space for that reason. Thus it suffices to show that the vertex fi has 
the desired degree. 
We have shown that the group K defined by (1.4) has order p2’ - p2rP2, 
and clearly the centerZ has orderpr - p’- ‘. It follows that 1 K/Z1 = p’ + p’- ‘. 
And k E K implies d(kz, 6) = d(z, 6). Thus we see that z E Sa(6, a) as 
in (1.6) implies kz E S,(6, a). 
Note also that by a simple calculation, k E K, z E S,(S, a) with kz = .z 
inplies z = + 6 or k is in the center 2. Thus we see that if S,(S, a> is not 
empty, it has at least p’ + p r- ’ elements. 
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But we know that if a f 0, or 46 (mod p>, then the congruence 
lt2 = ay + 6( y - 1)’ (mod p) (1.7) 
has at least one solution with x2 $ 0 (mod p). Thus by Lemma I, we know 
that ay + S( y - 1) 2 is a square mod p’ also. It follows that S,(6, a) has at 
least p’ + p’- ’ elements. 
Next we need to show that S,(6, a) has at most p’ + p'- ’ elements. 
That is, we need to show that the congruence 
x2 = uy + S( y - 1)2 (mod p’) (1.8) 
has at most p’ + p’-’ solutions. 
Case 1. All solutions of (1.8) have x f 0 (mod p). Suppose p ) x and 
(x,y) solves (1.8). S o we have also (I.7)--the congruence mod p-and, 
conversely, by Lemma 1, we have p r- ’ values of y (mod p’), making (1.8) 
solvable for some x. So we get p’- ’ solutions to (1.8) for each solution of 
(1.7) and thus p’-‘(p + 1) solutions of (1.8) with x + 0 (mod p). 
Case 2. There exist solutions of (1.8) with x = 0 (mod p). There are two 
values of y for each x with p dividing x. You can see this as follows. We 
have 
x2 = 0 = 6y2 + y(u - 26) + S (mod p’). 
Complete the square to obtain 
u(u - 46) 
4a2 
(mod p’). 
Since p does not divide a or 48, we know that the right-hand side of the 
congruence is a unit. Since the group of units is cyclic, the congruence has 
exactly two solutions y. Thus, we get two values of y for each x with x = 0 
(mod p>. There are p’- ’ values of x mod p’ with x divisible by p, namely, 
o,p,2p ,...> (pr-l - 1)~. So we have at most 2p’- ’ solutions (x, y) of 
(1.8) with p dividing X. 
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Next consider the action of K. 
insure that an element has real 
kz = (bz + acY)/(az + b) is 
TRIMBLE, B. SHOOK, AND A. TERRA.5 
If p divides x, we want to know how to 
part divisible by p. The real part of 
bz +aS 
Re ~ = ( 1 abNz + (a28 + b2)x + 6ab az + b N(az + b) 
ab( Nz + 6) + (a28 + b2)x 
= 
N(az + b) ’ 
Suppose p divides x. We know that 6, Nz, and N(az + b) E U, and 
det k = 1 imples that p can divide a or b, but not both. It follows that if p 
divides a or b (not both) and p divides Re z, then p also divides Re(kz). 
Let K, be the subgroup of K consisting of i 1’ such that p divides 
( 1 
either a or b but not both. Then if k E K, and z E S,(S, a> with Re z 
divisible by p, we have p divides Re(kz). The order of K,/Z is 
(2~‘~‘lUI)/lUl = 2~‘~~. Thus we have > 2~‘~’ elements of S,(6, a) with 
real part a zero divisor. By the previous reasoning we have exactly 2 p r- ’ 
elements of S,(6, a) with real part divisible by p if we have one such 
element. 
We know, on the other hand, using Lemma 1 again, that there are exactly 
p’ _ p’-i elements of S,(6, a) with real part a unit since there are exactly 
p - 1 elements of S, (6, a) with real part not divisible by p in this case and 
P r- ' values of y (moPd p’) above the y mod p. 
So adding together the two types of elements in S,( S, a) we get 2 p r- ’ + 
pr - p’-’ = p’ + pr-l, completing the proof. ??
REMARK. The theorem can be proved using Boretitch and Shafarevitch 
[22, p. 43, Cor. to Thm. 3; see also p. 48, Thm. 11. For every element of 
S,(6, a) there are p corresponding elements of S,?+1(6, a>. Letting r + 03, 
we see sequences of elements approaching elements of the p-adic upper half 
plane solving x2 = ay + S( y - 1)‘; i.e., having p-adic distance a from 6. 
As in the finite field case, X,(6, a) is actually a Cayley graph for the 
group G = Aff(R) defined by (1.3) with generating set S = S,(6, a> defined 
by (1.6). This means we have the graph with vertices g E G and two vertices 
g, h E G are adjacent iff g = hs for some s E S. It also means that s E S 
implies s-l E S. This follows from part 3 of Proposition 2. Finally we need a 
theorem. 
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THEOREM 2. Assume that 6 is an integer that gives a generator of the 
group of units of R = z/p’B, for all r = 1,2,3, . . . , and that a is an integer 
such that a f 0, 46 (mod p). The set S,( 6, a) generates the afine group 
Aff(R) defined by (1.3). Th is means that the graph X,( 6, a) is connected. 
Proof. See Angel [l, p. 511. ??
DEFINITION. The adjacency operator A of a graph X = X,(6, a) is 
defined for f: X + @ by 
Af(4 = c f(s4 (1.9) 
scS,(6,a) 
The Laplacian of the graph is A = A - kZ, where k is the degree of the 
graph. 
Define the Hilbert space L’(X) = {f: X + Cl with the inner product 
(f> g) = c f(z) g(z) ) forf, g = L2(X)* (1.10) 
ZGX 
Then we have the following properties of the adjacency operator. For proofs, 
see Biggs [4]. 
PROPERTIES OF THE ADJACENCY OPERATOR. 
1. A is a self-adjoint operator with respect to the inner product (l.lO), 
and the Laplace operator is negative, i.e., 
(Af,f) G (f,f), forallf E L’(X). 
Moreover, the degree k of the graph is the largest eigenvalue of A, and if h 
is any eigenvalue of A, we have 1 Al Q k. 
2. The multiplicity of the largest eigenvalue of A is 1 since our graphs 
are connected. 
3. The graph X is not bipartite (as it has an odd cycle) and thus -k is 
not an eigenvalue of A. 
We are interested in the question of whether our graphs are Ramanujan, 
meaning that the eigenvalues A of A such that IAl # k, where k is the 
degree of the graph, satisfy the inequality (0.1). 
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2. FOURIER ANALYSIS ON AFFINE GROUPS OVER RINGS 
We want to investigate the spectrum of the adjacency operator on the 
Cayley graphs X,(8, a> attached to the group Afl(R) with generating set 
S,(6, a> defined in (1.6). Since the Fourier transform tends to diagonalize 
matrices, we need to recall the basic facts about the Fourier transform on 
finite groups G such as Aff(R). References for the subject are Diaconis 
[7] and Terras [19]. A reference for representation theory is F&on and 
Harris [lo]. 
In general, for a finite group G, let the dual space be 2, which is a 
complete set of inequivalent irreducible unitary representations of G; i.e., 
group homomorphisms n: G + U(n), where U(n) is the unitary group of all 
n X n complex matrices T such that ‘T = transpose of T = T- ‘. We will 
write n = d, = degree of rr. 
Recall that we defined the finite-dimensional Hilbert space L’(G) to be 
all complex-valued functions of G with inner product given by (1.10). We 
also define a Hilbert space 
disjoint 
U Cdmxdq F(T) E Cdvxdn for each r E G . 
7rE-i: 1 
(2.1) 
The inner product on F, G E L’(G) is 
(F,G) = h c &tr(F(T)G(n)*). 
T&e 
(2.2) 
Here for any matrix M, M * =‘a. The inner product (2.2) is designed to 
make the Plancherel formula below look nice. 
DEFINITION. The Fourier transform Yf for a function f E L2(G) is 
defined to be 
(FYff)(r) = c f(+w* (2.3) 
XEG 
Basic Facts about the Fourier Transform on a Finite Group G 
In what follows f, g : G + C. 
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1. Plancherel Theorem. <f, g) = (Sf, Fg>. 
2. Inversion Formula (Peter-Weyl theorem). 
435 
f(g) = & c d,tr(n(g-‘)Ff(m)), for all g E G. 
Ni: 
3. Convolution Property. Defining the convolution of f and g to be 
(f * km> = c f(Y)g(Y-‘x): 
Y~G 
we have 
where the product on the right is the matrix product. 
In order to make use of these results to study our Cayley graphs for 
AfflR), we must know the irreducible representations of Aff(R). Let us 
restrict ourselves to R = Z/p2Z for simplicity. Let us now list the various 
irreducible representations. We will find that the first two types are exact 
analogues of the irreducible representations of AffTZ/pZ) (see Terras [IS]). 
The Inequivalent Irreducible Unitary Representations of the Affine Group 
over R = Z/p2Z 
1, Degree 1 Representations. As usual, suppose that S is a generator of 
the group U of units in R = Z/p2Z. For each b = 0, 1, . . . , p2 - p - 1, we 
get a character of U of the form 
*b(y) =exp( ‘“,:“z”}. 
where u = log y means y = 6”. This leads to a degree 1 representation of 
AfE(R) given by 
= Xb( !d. 
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2. Degree 6” - p) Representation. This representation is induced from 
the subgroup 
Note that N is isomorphic to the additive group of Z/p’Z. Let rc/ be the 
additive character of Z/p’Z given by 
and define the induced representation 
p=IndC,$. 
The linear transformation p(t), t E AffTR) = G is obtained from right 
translation of functions in the space 
i.e., p(t)f(x) =f(xt>, for x, t E G. 
By the formula for the character of an induced representation 
trp(t) = & C $(Xtx-l), 
XEG 
where 
We will need to know matrices for the representations. Proceeding as in 
Terras [18], we find that 
p(; ;i =p(:, ;).p(; 0) =DxW”gy, 
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where y = 6 logy D is the diagonal matrix below, and W is the shift matrix 
below. Defining ‘G(x) = exp(2nix/p2), we have the following (p2 -p) x 




*c 67 0 
0 
w ) p2-p-1 
0 1 0 *** 0 
0 0 1 -a. 0 
. . . . . . . . . . 
0 . . 0 0 *** 1 
,l 0 0 -** 0 
(2.4) 
3. Degree p - 1 Representations. This type of representation did not 
occur for the affine group over a finite field. Look at the subgroup 
(2.5) 
Note that 1 H 1 = p3. 
Define a character A on H by 
h(i i) =exp(y). 
Then define 7~ to be the induced representation 
7r = IndC, A. 
The linear transformation r(t), t E Aff(R) = G, is obtained from tight 
translation of functions in the space 
V, = {f: G + 43 lf(hx) = h(h)f(r),forall x E G, h E H}; 
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i.e., 7r(t)f(x> =f<ti>, f or r, t E G. The character of n has a similar formula 
to that for p. The degree of r is 
IGI 
d,=M=p-l. 
We will also need the other degree p - 1 representations given by xb?rT, 
where xb is the degree 1 representation above and b = 0, 1,2,. . . , p - 1. 
It will be necessary to have matrices of the represetation T. Proceeding as 
we did for p, we obtain 
where y = 6 log Y, D is the diagonal matrix below, and W is the shift matrix 
below. Define h i 1 
( 1 
= A(X) = exp(2rix/p) and then we have the 
(p - 1) X (p - 1) matrices: 
D= 
w= 
0 1 0 .*. 
0 0 1 ... 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 
0 0 0 *** 









The conjugacy classes of AfffZ/p’Z) are slightly more complicated than 
those of Aff(Z/pZ). B asically the classes mod p split into two parts. In 
finding the conjugacy classes of AffTR) you need to use the equation 
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Consider the case y = 1 first. We obtain three kinds of conjugacy classes in 
which y = 1, which we will call Cj, j = 1,2,X Then consider the case 
y # 1. We obtain three more conjugacy classes of this type, which we will call 
Cj, j = 4,5,6. The classes are described below. 
Conjugacy Classes of the Affine Group over the Ring Z/p227 
Type C,. C, = {I}. 
Number of Classes of this Type: 1 
Number of Elements of a Class: 1 
Type C,. C, = 
((:, 2)1x= u)- 
Number of Classes of this Type: 1 
Number of Elements of a Class: p2 - p 
Type C,. C, = 
Number of Classes of this Type: 1 
Number of Elements of a Class: p - 1 
Number of Classes of this Type: p( p - 2) 
Number of Elements of a Class: p2 
Type C,. C, = 
Number of Classes of this Type: p - 1 
Number of Elements of a Class: p2 - p 
Type C,. C, = 
Number of Classes of this type: p - 1 
Number of Elements of a Class: p 
Now we are ready to give the character table for AffTB/p2Z); see Table 1. 
Using standard properties of characters of representations, one can use this 
table to check that the representations we found are inequivalent irreducible 
and that we found all of G. 
A similar calculation can be done for the rings R = (Z/p’.??, r > 3. 
There are more conjugacy classes depending on what power of p divides 
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TABLE 1 
CHARACTER TABLE FOR AftTR), R = Z/p2z 
Representation/class c, c, c, c4 Cs Cs 
,&b=O,l,..., g-p-1 1 1 1 XL(Y) XL(Y) Xb(Y) 
P P2-P 
&Tr,b=o,l,..., p-l p - 1 
0 p-pl 0 0 0 
-1 0 -k%(y) Xb(YXp - l) 
( y - 1) and x, and, of course, there are more irreducible representations 
induced from characters A, on subgroups 
y = 1 (mod p), x = 0 (mod p”) 
We will not give the details here as we intend to restrict ourselves to the case 
r = 2 in the next section anyway. 
The following theorem explains our interest in these representations of 
AffT R). 
THEOREM 3. Let A be the adjacency matrix for the finite upper half 
plane graph X,(6, a). Conjugation with the Fourier transform on the afine 
group Aff( R) puts A in the block-diagonal form: 
where, for any representation K of Aff( R), the matrix GK is a d, X d, 
block-diagonal matrix with d, identical blocks down the diagonal. Here each 
block is given by the matrix 
M, = c K(s)> 
sESR(S,a) 
with S,(6, a> defined by (1.6). 
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Proof. See Diaconis [7] or Terras [18, 191. The basic reason is that 
Af = 1, * f, where S = S,( S, a> and 
Then use the fact that 9 changes * to matrix multiplication. Note the 
correctness of the size of the matrix on the right in the theorem, for 
P4 - p3 = (p2 - p> + ( p2 - pj2 + p(p - 1j2, which is just the well known 
fact that the order of the group AfKR) is the sum of the squares of the d,, 
r E G. ??
3. SPECTRA OF THE FINITE UPPER HALF PLANE GRAPHS 
From Theorem 3 of the previous section, we see that the eigenvalues of 
the adjacency operators for our graphs X,(6, a) come in three types. 
Eigenvalues of the Finite Upper Half Planes over Rings 
One dimensional. Using the notation (1.6) and our standard assumptions 
about S, etc, the one dimensional eigenvalues of the adjacency operator for 
the graph X,(6, a), R = Z/p2Z, have the form 
Mx, = C 
x+yfiES,@.a) 
=p( ‘r”z “), (3-l) 
where y = S “‘g Y (mod p2) and b = 0, l,..., p2 - p - 1. These eigenval- 
ues have multiplicity 1. 
p - 1 dimensional. With the same assumptions as above, the eigenval- 
ues for the p - 1 dimensional representations of the affine group are the 
eigenvalues of the matrix 
M = 
TXXh c 
D”W’“g Y e 
x+yfiESR(S,“) 
xp( 2;2bz ‘), (3.2) 
where D and W are defined by (2.6) and b = 0, 1, . . . , p - 1. Each of the 
eigenvalues of MTX,, has multiplicity p - 1 in the adjacency matrix of 
X,( 6, a>. 
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TABLE 2 
EIGENVALUES OFTHE GRAPHS mod9; 6 = 2 (TABLEPRODUCED USING MATLAB) 
Eigenvalue type Degree 1 Degree 2 Degree 2 Degree 2 Degree 6 
a=1 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,12 0, -6 0,O 0,O 25.1962, k 3,0,0 
a=4 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,12 0, -6 0,O 0,O t6,0,0,0,0 
a=7 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 12 0, -6 0,O 0,O f 5.1962, k 3,0,0 
p2 - p dimensional. As for the eigenvalues from the p - 1 dimensional 
representations of Aff(G), the p2 - p di mensional eigenvalues are the eigen- 
values of the matrix 
M, = c D”W’% Y, (3.3) 
r+yfiESR(6,n) 
where D and W are defined by (2.4). Each of the eigenvalues of MP has 
multiplicity p2 - p in the adjacency matrix of X,(8, a). 
If one is wondering how big these eigenvalues can be, one first looks at 
the one dimensional eigenvalues (3.1). A nonexpert in exponential sums 
might believe these sums could be as large as p2 + p. However, an 
expert knowing about Katz’s paper [ll] might conjecture that for b f 0 
(mod p2 - p) we should have 1 Mx, 1 < 24-, the analogue of what 
happened in the finite field case in [2], [3], [5], and [lS]. On the other hand, a 
cynic might realize that rings and fields are very different beasts as far as 
exponential sums are concerned, and so the cynic will turn to the computer to 
crunch some eigenvalues; see Table 2. 
Since 2fi z 6.633, we see that these graphs mod 9 are Ramunujan. We 
are left wondering if the graphs for a = 1 and 7 are isomorphic since they 
appear to be isospectral. We are also amazed at the number of 0 eigenvalues. 
For a = 1 and 7 we find that 0 has multiplicity 27 in the 54 X 54 adjacency 
matrix. Half the eigenvalues are 0. For a = 4 we find that 0 has multiplicity 
39. However these graphs lie above a graph for Z/32, which also has lots of 
vanishing eigenvalues; see Table 3. 
If we had stopped the computer here, we would be trying to prove these 
graphs Ramanujan, but, wait, look at Table 4. Here we list some of the 
eigenvalues mod 25. We choose only a = 1,4,9 to give a feeling for these 
tables. 
Note that 2J29 = 10.7703. Thus these graphs mod 25 are not Ramunu- 
jun. In fact, we found no Ramanujan graphs mod 25. Once again, lots of 
eigenvalues are 0. For a = 9 the eigenvalue 0 has multiplicity 250 in the 
500 X 500 adjacency matrix, i.e., half the eigenvalues are 0. For a = 1 the 
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TABLE 3 
EIGENVALUES OFCRAPHS mod p (FROM [5]) 
( 6, a) p, Eigenvalue tyPe Degree 1 Degree - 1 p 
(3,2,1) 4,O - 2,0 (mult 2) 
(5,2,1) 6,2,2, -2 2,1, -2, -3 (mult 4) 
(5,2,4) 6,2,0,0 2,0,0, - 4 (mult 4) 
(5,2,2) 6, -2, -2, -2 3,1, - 2, - 2 (mult 4) 
eigenvalue 0 has multiplicity 240, and for a = 4 the eigenvalue 0 has 
multiplicity 370. 
If we had listed eigenvalues for more values of a in Table 4, we would see 
that there is a relationship between the eigenvalues for X,(6, a) and those 
for X,( S, 46 - a> similar to that found in [5]. This is the relationship that 
forces the graph for a = 4 to have 0 as an eigenvalue with such a high 
multiplicity. 
Next look at Table 3 which gives eigenvalues for the graphs over finite 
fields X, (6, a) for p = 3,5. You should recognize that p times these 
eigenvalu& appear in the tables for the graphs over finite rings X, ,p2z(S, a). 
TABLE 4 
SOME EIGENVALUES OFTHE GRAPHS mod25; 6 = 2 (TABLEPRODUCED USING: MATLAB) 
b=O b=l b=z b=3 b=4 
Eigenvalue Degree 1 deg 4 deg 4 deg 4 deg 4 deg 4 Degree 20 
a=1 0, 0, 0, 0, 10, 10 0 0 0 0 each mult. 2 
0, 0, 0, 0, - 10 
to, 0, 0, 10, 
0, 0, 0, 0,30 
a=4 0, - 10, 0, 10,o 
- 10, 0, 10, 0, 10, 
0, 10, 0, - 10,o 
10, 0, - 10, 0,30 
a=9 - 9.5106,8.0902, 
- 5.8779,3.0902 
0, -3.0902, 
5.8779, - 8.0902, 
9.5106,10, 
9.5106, - 8.0902, 












10 - 9.5106 
0 3.0902 









0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-10 10 - 10 
10 -10 10 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
-8.0902 same same 
-5.8779 as 
8.0902 b=2 ab=1 
5.8779 
9.1355, - 9.7815, 
- 8.0902,6.6913, 
3.0902, - 1.0453, 
0 with mult. 8 
f 10 each mult. 2 
0 with mult. 16 
k9.5105, f 3.0902 
k 8.0902. + 5.8779 
0 with mult. 12 
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Note that 0 has a 50% chance of being an eigenvalue for the graphs in rows 1 
and 3 of Table 3, but 0 has a 0% chance of being an eigenvalue for the 
graphs in the remaining rows of Table 3. 
QUESTION. What can we prove about these observations? 
Define p.b to be a one dimensional eigenvalue for the corresponding 
graph mod p considered in [5]: 
where b = 0, 1,. . . , p - 2 and y = Slog Y (mod p). Then we have the 
following theorem: 
THEOREM 4 (Facts about the one dimensional eigenvalues). Consider 
the graph X,(6, a) with the usual assumptions R = Z/p2Z, p an odd prime, 
a f 0 or 48 (mod p), S is a generator of the group of units U mod p2. 
Case 1. Suppose that there is no solution (x, y) with p dividing x for the 
congruence 
x2 = 0 = ay + 6( y - 1)’ (mod p”). (3.5) 
Then 
Mx, = 
0, if p does not divide b, 
P*pb, if p divides b. 
Here pb is defined by (3.4)-the corresponding eigenvalue for the graph 
mod p. 
Case 2. There exist solutions (x, y) to (3.5) with p dividing x. Then 
2pcos( “,;!71r). zfpdoesnotdivideb, 
P’pb, zf p divides b. 
Here log y means y = 81°g y (mod p2> and & is as in Case 1. 
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Before proving this theorem we need a few lemmas. 
LEMMA 2. y r + y6 E S,(S, a), R = z/p2z, and * = 0 (mod PI, 
then for any u = 0 (mod p), we have u + ~6 E SE(~, a)* 
Proof. If x + yfi E S,(6, a), then r and y satisfy (3.5). Since x is a 
multiple of p, x 2 is a multiple of p2, and thus the left-hand side of (3.5) is 
0 mod p2. Replacing x by u congruent to 0 mod p clearly does not change 
the validity of the congruence. ??
LEMMA 3. Assume a is not congruent to 0 or 46 mod p. Zf x = 0 
(mod p) and x + y&? E S,(6, a>, then there are exactly two choices y, v 
(mod p2) so that 
x + y&T and x + v6 E S,( 6, u). 
Moreover, v = y -‘. 
Proof. Look at the congruence (3.5). If p divides x, the left-hand side 
of the congruence is 0. Since we are assuming the congruence has a solution, 
there is at least one choice of y solving 
0 = 6 y2 + y(u - 28) + 6 (mod p”). 
Then as in the proof of Theorem 1, since we are assuming that a is not 
congruent to ,O or 46 (mod p>, there are exactly two distinct values of y 
solving (3.5). 
To see that the two values of y are inverses of each other, use part 3 of 
Proposition 2. ??
LEMMA 4. Zfx + y6 E Sa.6, a) and x f 0 (mod p), then or all v = y 
$ (mod p) there exists u such that u = +r (mod p> and u + v 6 E S,(S, a>. 
Moreover these are all the elements in S,( 8, a) having their imaginu y part 
congruent to y (mod p). 
Proof. Take x + yfi E S,(6, a) with x f 0 (mod p). Write y = 
yo+yipwith ~~$0, yi~{0,1,...,p-1}.Thenuy+6(y-1)2must 
be a nonzero square mod p2. By Lem ma 1, this is equivalent to saying that 
6 yi + (a - 26) y0 + 6 is a square mod p. Note that this condition is 
independent of the value of yi. This proves the lemma, since the equation 
mod p has exactly two values of r for each y, namely, f x. ??
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REMARKS ON LEMMA 4. One can also see by expanding ay + S( y - 1j2 
in powers of p, using y = y0 + y1 p, that if a + 26( y. - 1) f 0 (mod p), 
the real parts u of the points u + I.& will vary mod p2 as v runs through all 
values congruent to y mod p. 
Looking at the example p = 5, 6 = 2, and a = 1, we see that if u + v&? 
and x + yfi are both in S = SE,ssz (2,1), the fact that u = fx (mod 5) 
does not imply u = y (mod 51, for 1 + fi and 6 + 3fi are in this set S. 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 4 
Case 1. No x divisible 
eigenvalues are 
by p solves (3.5). By (3.1), the one dimensional 
Mx,, = C exp( ‘Tf’““,“), 
x+yJgESH(S,“) 
Now log y is in Z/p( p - 1)Z and can be written 
logy =pu, + (p - l)u,, u1 E Z/( p - 1)C ~2 E z/pZ (3.6) 
where, by Lemma 4, u1 is fured mod ( p - 1) and u2 runs over all elements 
of Z/pZ. For since S is a primitive root mod p, we have 
This means that the sum giving M,,, breaks up into a double sum with 
the inner sum being 
(3.7) 
Thus if p does not divide b, we get 0, and if p divides 6, we have a sum of 
over the solutions to the congruence (3.5) mod p rather than p’. 
??‘p UIaJoay~ 
JO 3oold aye sa$aldwon s!q~ *(,d potu) x qDns d ale a.~aq~ pue ,d pow x 
qntla OJ Sxrpuodsaxron (d pout) , _ti ‘ti sanpzA OMJ ii~uo a.~r! a.~aq~ 103 
{Cd POUJ) ‘0 f x ‘(0 ‘9)“s 3 gy + x I $?y + x} = ZJ 
{Cd PO”) 0 = x ‘(D ‘9)“s 3 gy + II gph + x} = IL 
_taAo wns aq-1 s! vrzd au0 *sgwd OMJ OJU! dn syeaJq 
~wp 2x23 aqq asn am alaH ‘(21 ‘Q)~~/~X ‘Xlatueu 
‘d poru ydw2 %uFpuodsauo3 aye ~03 an@Aua&a ~~uo~suau~rp auo e SI YD!~M 
aAt?q ati ‘q sappy d 3~ ‘aro3aJayL 
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Next let us prove a similar result for the p - 1 dimensional eigenvalues. 
Before we do this, let us define the matrices corresponding to the p - 1 
dimensional representations for the graphs mod p. These are 
N=N,= c D”W’“” Y, (3.8) 
x+y \r 6 ESH,pB(S,n) 
whereDandWare(p-I)X(p-1) matrices defined by (2.6). Here r is 
a p - 1 dimensional irreducible representation of Aff(Z/pZ). Such a repre- 
sentation is unique up to equivalence and can be defined analogously to the 
representation p of Aff(Z/p ’ Z). 
THEOREM 5 (Facts about the p - 1 dimensional eigenvalues). Consider 
the graph X,(6, a) with the usual assumptions R = Z/p2Z, p an odd prime, 
a f 0 or 46 (mod p), 6 a generator of the group of units U mod p2. Let 
A be an eigenvalue of the matrix MmXh defined by (3.21, with b = 0, 1, . . . , 
p - 1. 




0, if p &es not divide b , 
p. P, ifb = 0. 
where I_L is an eigenvalue of the matrix N, defined by (3.8). That is, t_~ is a 
p - 1 dimensional eigenvalue for the same graph mod p. Here we mean the 
graph Xh,ph( 6, a) over thef’znitefield Z/pZ considered in [5]. 
Case 2. There exist solutions (x, y) to (3.5) with p dividing x. Define the 
matrix Q by 
Q = W’“sYexp( :F!l,“) + W-‘“““rxp( -priory). (3.9) 
Here log y means y = a”g Y (mod p2). Then 
A= PK, 
i 
p * P, 
where TV is an eigenvalue of the 
eigenvalue of Q &fined by (3.9). 
if p does not divide b , 
ifb = 0, 
matrix N, defined by (3.8) and K is an 
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Proof. 
Case 1. No x divisible by p solves (3.5). Proceed much as in the proof of 
Theorem 4, Case 1. By (3.2), we have 
M = 
“Xh c 
D”W’“g Y e 
X+yfiESfi(& a) 
By Lemma 4, we can split this sum into two sums as follows: 
M = 
=X1> c c 
DXWl% Y e 
f+ijfiES, ,P,(s,a) r+yfiESR@,a) 
x, y-f, 5 (mod p) 
The outer sum is over elements Z + qfi of the set Sz,pz for the field 
Z/pZ and the inner sum is over those elements of the set S, (for the ring 
Z/p’Z) above Z + gfi. 
Now, note that D, as given by (2.61, has the property that Dr+p = D”. 
Thus, for all values of u = X (mod p), D” = D’. This means that the sum 
above becomes 
c D” c 
f+qfi~SH,pk(B> a) x+yfiESR(6,a) 
wlogy e”p( 2;“: “). 
- - 
x, y=r, y hod p) 
Again we can use (3.6) to rewrite the inner sum as a double sum over all 
possible values of u2 (mod p> to get 
c D’ i W (p-l)u,+p 1% 4 
r+y~ESa,p,(S,a) u,=l 
x exp 
2rib(( p - l)u, + p log 5) 
P2-P ) 
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Here we use the fact that WP- i = 1. 
The inner sum is now 
P, if p divides b, 
0, otherwise. 
Recall that b runs through the set 0, 1, . . . , p - 1, so that the only nonzero 
value of our sum occurs when b = 0. Hence MmXh = 0 if p does not 
divide b. 
If p divides b-meaning b = O-we have 
M =p “X0 c 
DfW’% g = pN 
7’ 
f+yfiESZ,pk(S2a) 
where N, is defined by (3.8). 
Case 2. Some x divisible by p solves (3.5). As in the proof of Case 2 of 
Theorem 4, we break the sum up into two parts. If p divides b, i.e., b = 0, 
we get 
as above. 
If p does not divide b, note that the points x + yfi E S,(6, a) with 
x = 0 (mod p) have the form 
and 
for some v E R = Z/p2Z. Then we have 
c 
x+yfiESR(6,a) 
DxWb4Y exp( ““,:“z “) 
x-O(mod p) 
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Note that the sum over the points in S(S, a) with x $ 0 (mod p> will be 0 by 
the same reasoning as in Case 1. This completes the proof of Theorem 5. w 
Now you might ask what can be said about the matrix M, defined by 
(3.3). There does not appear to be a result similar to Theorem 5. However, 
we can halve the size of the matrix in seeking eigenvalues using the 
proposition below. 
PROPOSITION 3. The matrix MP defined by (3.3) [corresponding to the 
p2 - p dimensional representation of Aff@/psZ>l is symmetric real and of 
the form 
Therefore, if J denotes the matrix 
we have 
~=21 and ;JMpJ=(A;B ’ )* 
A-B 
Thus the set of eigenvalues of Mp is the union of the set of eigenvalues of 
A + B with the set of eigenvalues of A - B. 
Proof. Proceed as in the proof of Proposition 2 of [5]. ??
We also have ring analogues of some of the other results of [5]. 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose that a2 = 48 - a,. Then if K is any representa- 
tion of Aff(R), we define 
M,,i = C K(S), 
SESR(6,cli) 
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1. If K is the one dimensional representation Xb, we have 
M &,2 = (-~)“M,b.1. 




where W is the (p2 - p) X (p2 - p) shij matrix in (2.4). Thus 
w(p2-p)/Z = 0 1 
i 1 IO’ 
3. If x is the p - 1 dimensional representation m&,, we have 
M TXh32 =M j “** 2w(p-1)/2( -l)b, 
where W is the ( p - 1) X ( p - 1) shifi matrix in (2.6). Thus 
w(p-u/2 = O z 
( i z 0’ 
It follows that the eigenvalues for a2 are f those for aI. Half the 
eigenvalues of M,,, are equal to eigenvalues of M,, 1 while the other half are 
( - 1) times the corresponding eigenvalues of M,, 1. Moreover, if a = 2 6, we 
see that half the eigenvalues of M, must vanish along with half the one 
dimensional eigenvalues. 
Proof. Imitate the proof of Propositions 4-6 in [5]. w 
QUESTION. In order to prove no graphs X,(6, a) are Ramanujan for 
R = Z/p2Z, when p is a prime greater than 3, a f 0 or 46 (mod p), we are 
led to ask whether there are eigenvalues /.L of the graphs mod p such that 
Ic~I>2cfi, h w ere c is some constant with 0 < c < 1. Then, by Theorems 
4 and 5 we would have an eigenvalue A of X,(6, a) so that 
c2p3 > p2 + p - 1, 
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which requires p > c -‘((p’ + p - 1)/p’). For p > 3, it suffices to have 
p > c-‘. Thus if c = l/2 works, we need p > 5. From tables of eigenvalues 
for the graphs mod p, it does appear that we can take c = I/2. It would be 
nice if an expert on exponential sums could prove this. 
In fact for p > 100 the eigenvalues seem to form a solid line between 
f 26. B. Shook has tested whether the distribution of eigenvalues for ,the 
graphs mod p is the Sato-Tate or semicircle distribution. This was a question 
that we posed in [3]. The experiment is not totally conclusive, but there is 
some evidence that this is the case; see Figure 1. Nancy Allen at U.C.S.C. has 
also been testing the distribution of these eigenvalues. 
Figure 2 gives histograms for the p2 - p dimensional eigenvalues of the 
graphs for rings Z/p2Z. These eigenvalues do form the bulk of the eigenval- 
Eigenvalues for p=223, &=3, a=3 
Eigenvaluer for ~~347, .3=2, a=2 
Eigenvalues for p=317, 6=2, a=67 
Eigcnvalues for p=347, S=2, a=71 
FIG. 1. Histograms for the 
gives the number of A/(2&) 
eigenvalues of X,,,,(S, a). The height of the bar 
m a subinterval. (Figures made by B. Shook using 
Matlab.) 
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80 
60 









0 -50 0 50 -50 0 
Bigeavalues for p=13, s=2, a=11 Eigenvalues for ~‘13, 6~2, a=17 
FIG. 2. Histograms for the p2 - p dimensional eigenvalues of X,,,z,(6, a). 
The height of the bar gives the number of A in a subinterval. (Figures made by B. 
Shook using Matlab.) 
ues for the ring graphs. The shape of the ring histograms is strikingly 
different from that for fields. 
However, C. Trimble noticed that there is a graph-theoretic way to show 
what we want using an upper bound on the diameter proved by Fan Chung 
[23]. We use the notation 
k = degree of graph X, = Xz,Pz( S, u) (i.e., k = p + I), 
p = max{l A[ 1 A an eigenvalue of X,, I Al + k}, 
d = diameter of X,, 
n = numberofverticesof X, = p( p - 1). 
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P 2 (n _ l)l/(d-l) * 
Poulos [25] and Angel [l] p rove that our graphs over finite fields Z/pi? 
with p > 7 have diameters 3 or 4. Thus one can see that when the diameter 
of the graph mod p is 4, our graphs over rings mod p” are not Ramanujan. 
Unfortunately this does not work when the graph has diameter 3. Angel 
found another bound on the diameter that suffices in that case. 
THEOREM 6. For p > 5 the graphs XP2 = X,,,S,(S, a) are not 
Ramunujan. For p = 3 the graphs are Ramanujan. 
Proof. Table 2 shows that the graphs X, are Ramanujan. 
For the rest, we can use the following argument of Angel. Let A be the 
adjacency matrix of a k-regular nonbipartite graph with n vertices. Then 
tr( A’) = kn, since A is symmetric and the ith row of A has k ones and 
(n - k) zeros. So the product of the ith row of A 
is k. 
and the ith column of A 
Thus, if the eigenvalues of A are denoted k = A, > A, > a** 2 A,, 
tr( A’) - k2 = t Ai, 
j=2 
so 
i Aj” = kn - k”. 
j=Z 
It follows that if p is the second largest Ihjl, we have 
kn -k2 
Pa n-l . 
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If A is the adjacency operator for our finite upper half plane graph over 




Since we know from our preceding results that for every eigenvalue p of 
the graph X mod p there is a corresponding eigenvalue pp for an XP2 
graph mod 2, we need to show 
p/.L > 2( p2 + p - l)? 
That is, we need to show that 
p”( p + l)( p2 - 2p - 1) > 4( p2 + p - l)( p2 - p - 1). 
This turns out to be true of all primes p > 7. 
Thus Theorem 6 is proved, except for the graphs such that p = 5. For 
p = 5, we find h t at the ( p - 1) dimensional eigenvalues of XZ,2sZ(S, a) 
always include h with IAl = 15 or 20, while 2dm = 2J29 z 10.77. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6. ??
We would like to thank R. Evans and H. Stark for helpful conversations 
while we were writing this paper. 
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